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Zult auto.conversation .Zult mobile device. .Zult .Zult mobile .Zult mobile lite (iPhone/iPod Touch) and is capable of being used as a remote command center for Zult products. Development history The ConZult was originally designed for the late model 300ZX "Z32" and was developed by Westside, a luxury vehicle restoration company based in Scottsdale, Arizona. The initial work on the ConZult
was done by Robert Hill, a repair tech at Westside. Hill became interested in Zult products and began to build what he referred to as "his own version of the Zult" and marketed it as an alternative to the "expensive" Zult auto.conversation system. Hill released the first version of the ConZult in 2001 as a user-end program for the Windows 95 operating system. Hill then released a "Server Mode"
component (initially called "Remote Control" and later renamed to "ConZult") in 2002 that was compatible with the Zult 300ZX, and could be used to send commands from an external controller via a serial connection. The "ConZult" name is a portmanteau of the words "Conversation" and "Zult" which is why it is sometimes referred to as "ConZult (the Conversation)". However, the software itself
was originally designed as a personal conversation system that would let you have a conversation with other people while driving your car. It was not designed to allow you to use it as a remote control for your car. Originally, a license was only available to people who purchased the Zult products themselves. However, in late 2003, Hill released a small component called the "ConZult Server" which
allowed the owner to add additional buttons to the Zult. For example, Hill added the "Services" button that allowed the owner to send commands to the car to "Turn On", "Turn Off", "Air Conditioner", "Heater", "Jump Start", and "Wipers" from anywhere using a standard serial port connection. In this way, the "ConZult Server" could be used as a remote control for almost any car that has been
converted to use the Zult platform. When used with the "ConZult Server", the ConZult allows for the ability to send "Interact" commands. These Interact commands are used to
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